
Friends, 

I’m reaching out to you today to discuss why we need to support the development at Fire Creek on 

Moore Road and to ensure you have the facts. I know this is a bit long, but please take the time to read 

it. 

If you don’t know, local resident Bob Holston has applied to slightly alter the zoning for one piece of 

property on the far western edge of Gotha next to Ocoee. Several of our neighbors say this 

development will forever change Gotha, it will cause congestion and hurt our schools.  

I’ve met with Bob as he lives here too. I’ve also looked at the future of our community and the other 

options will be much worse. 

Let’s talk about the facts. 

1. Some say this will open the flood gates to developing Gotha. Unfortunately, those flood gates 

are already open. In fact, Fire Creek is surrounded on three sides with neighborhoods of higher 

densities. To the west of Fire Creek, it is five homes per acre and to the north of Fire Creek, it is 

two homes per acre. Just to the east, it is two-plus homes per acre with no parks or green 

spaces. Plus, there are nearly 1,000 homes and apartments planned within a mile of Gotha.  

Fire Creek only slightly increases the density. There will be only nine houses on Moore Road 

and 53 houses in total, less than 1.8 houses per acre. 

Right now, we have a county commission who understands Gotha. Mayor Jacobs and 

Commissioner Boyd are from this area and want to protect rural settlements such as ours. 

Unfortunately, both are on their last terms. In just a few years, we won’t have as strong of a 

voice with the county and there will be little we can do to stop an out of town developer from 

receiving high-density zoning or some other less desirable usage. 

Personally, I would rather have someone who is a part of our community, cares for Gotha and 

understands our values building on this property than some corporate developer who doesn’t 

care about us. 

2. Some say this will create traffic headaches because the plan calls to add roundabouts, which are 

not safe. We all know Gotha has already become a traffic headache. It’s only going to get worse 

as the massive, dense housing developments are built on Maguire Road. There is no relief 

coming if Fire Creek is not built. 

Fact is, the U.S. Department of Transportation has studied roundabouts throughout the country. 

Across the board, they have proven to relieve congestion. Roundabouts have shown to reduce 

crashes by 35 percent. Orange County has looked at these and believes the roundabouts are 

what’s needed to fix the traffic issues. 

I can’t tell you how many times I’ve had a near miss at the interchange of Park Ridge Gotha Road 

and Moore Road. It’s a dangerous intersection. A roundabout there will save the life of 

someone in Gotha. 

3. Some want to scare you by saying our schools will be affected and your children will be rezoned 

from our neighborhood schools. Again, this is a scare tactic and not true. Our school district has 



reviewed the impact of Fire Creek on our schools and, on average, just eight children will be 

added to each school. 

A greater impact is the nearly 1,000`new family units being built on our community’s border. 

Yes, we need to be vigilant in ensuring Gotha children stay in Gotha schools. But, adding an 

average of eight new students per school will have no impact on rezoning for schools that are 

already have seats available. 

Fire Creek will be an improvement to our community. Bob is adding seven green spaces and parks, 

centered around the old-growth oaks. He’s using equestrian-themed fencing along Moore Road, no 

brick walls like the developments next to Fire Creek. He’s building them with a “Green Certification” to 

protect our environment. Again, there will only be nine new houses on Moore Road buffered by thick 

old Florida trees and plantings and an equestrian-style fence. 

Gotha cannot simply bury its head in the ground with all of the new development planned for West 

Orange County with no new roads planned to alleviate the problems in our community.    

Now is the time to act by providing measures that will help our small community adjust to the 

phenomenal changes that we are already experiencing from West Orange County's growth. We cannot 

stop the changes, but we can incorporate well-planned or "intelligent growth" features that will 

offers solutions for now as well as the future - solutions that may not be available to the community in 

the future.  

Visit SaveGotha.com to see what Fire Creek will look like. I’ve also attached a letter of support. If you 

believe, like I do, that Fire Creek is an improvement for Gotha, please sign the letter of support and 

return to Bob at Hodev@yahoo.com. Also, if you have any questions, ask me or ask Bob. That is his 

personal email address. 

Thank you for your time. 
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